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Abstract
An increasing number of applications, such as distributed interactive simulation, live auctions, distributed
games and collaborative systems, require the network to provide a reliable multicast service. This service
enables one sender to reliably transmit data to multiple receivers. Reliability is traditionally achieved by
having receivers send negative acknowledgments (NACKs) to request from the sender the retransmission
of lost (or missing) data packets. However, this Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) approach results in
the well-known NACK implosion problem at the sender. Many reliable multicast protocols have been
recently proposed to reduce NACK implosion. But, the message overhead due to NACK requests remains
signi cant. Another approach, based on Forward Error Correction (FEC), requires the sender to encode
additional redundant information so that a receiver can independently recover from losses. However, due
to the lack of feedback from receivers, it is impossible for the sender to determine how much redundancy
is needed.
In this paper, we propose a new reliable multicast protocol, called ARM for Adaptive Reliable Multicast. Our protocol integrates ARQ and FEC techniques. The objectives of ARM are (1) reduce the
message overhead due to NACK requests, (2) reduce the amount of data transmission, and (3) reduce
the time it takes for all receivers to receive the data intact (without loss). During data transmission, the
sender periodically informs the receivers of the number of packets that are yet to be transmitted. Based
on this information, each receiver predicts whether this amount is enough to recover its losses. Only if
it is not enough, that the receiver requests the sender to encode additional redundant packets. Using
ns simulations, we show the superiority of our hybrid ARQ-FEC protocol over the well-known Scalable
Reliable Multicast (SRM) protocol.
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Introduction

An increasing number of distributed applications involve one sender transmitting data to many recipients
concurrently. Examples include distributed games, tele-conferencing, live auctions, concurrent engineering,
and interactive distance learning. Such applications require the underlying network to provide a one-tomany (multicast) communication.
With multicast support, the source sends only one copy of a message to an address that represents the
group of recipients. The message then traverses a tree of links rooted at the sender and whose branches
lead to the individual receivers. The message is replicated only where paths to di erent receivers diverge,
thus conserving network resources.
Many networks provide multicast support. For example, broadcast networks, such as Ethernet or
satellite, easily support multicast as multiple hosts can read a specially addressed packet o the broadcast
medium. Recently, the Internet has implemented multicast over the overlay MBONE network [7]. As for
point-to-point (unicast) traÆc, the Internet Protocol (IP) multicast service is unreliable best-e ort. To
support the needs of applications, reliable multicast has been an active area of research and many reliable
multicast transport protocols have been recently proposed.
Reliable multicast transport protocols can be categorized into two groups: (1) ARQ (Automatic Repeat
reQuest) based protocols, which retransmit lost data upon request, and (2) FEC (Forward Error Correction)
based protocols, which transmit redundant data, called parity data, along with the original data. The ARQ
technique is appropriate for unicast communication, such as in the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP),
but problems arise when a straightforward ARQ based protocol is used in a multicast setting. A major
problem is the so-called NACK implosion problem, which takes place when every receiver sends a negative
acknowledgment (NACK) message for the same lost packet back to the sender. SRM (Scalable Reliable
Multicast) [1] is one of the most popular ARQ based protocols that have been proposed to reduce this
NACK implosion. Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) [2] and Tree-based Multicast Protocol
(TMTP) [3] are other examples of ARQ based transport protocols.
The basic principle of FEC is that the original data is encoded to obtain some parity data, which is
sent by the sender along with the original data. This parity data is used by a receiver to independently
recover lost data. The advantage of FEC is that di erent receivers can recover their di erent lost packets
using the same parity packet(s). With FEC, retransmission can, in principle, be completely avoided, thus
signi cantly reducing latency to receive all data intact (without loss) at all receivers. However, FEC by
itself cannot provide full reliability, because the sender does not receive any feedback from the receivers
about their losses, thus there is no way for the sender to know how much redundancy is needed to fully
recover lost data.
Many reliable multicast protocols based on merging FEC and ARQ techniques have also been proposed.
The main idea behind these hybrid ARQ-FEC approaches is that the sender encodes data and transmits
the original data along with some redundant data. If a receiver detects losses which cannot be recovered
from the data received from the sender, then the receiver requests the number of (lost) packets that it needs
to fully recover the original data. The bene t of this approach is that the sender and receivers need to be
only aware of the number of lost packets and not their sequence numbers. Thus, the same (repair) packets
sent by the sender, in response to NACK requests from receivers who may have lost di erent packets, can
be used by all receivers for loss recovery.
Hybrid ARQ-FEC approaches clearly reduce the number of repair packets while reducing NACK implosion. However, the problem of setting the proper redundancy so as to avoid retransmission in such
hybrid protocols still remains. If the sender uses a xed redundancy that is independent of the loss rates
experienced by receivers, then if the loss rates are much higher than what FEC is able to mask, the sender
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may su er from NACK implosion. Also, the need for retransmissions will increase the overall transmission
latency. On the other hand, if the loss rates are much lower than predicted, bandwidth is wasted due to the
unnecessary redundant data sent to receivers. Finally, with a static redundancy, additional repair packets
may not be available when NACK requests arrive from receivers. This suggests that the sender should
adjust the amount of redundancy dynamically based on feedback from the receivers about their loss state.
This, however, raises challenging issues regarding the times of these adjustments and the loss conditions
under which a receiver sends a feedback (NACK) message.

Our Contribution: We propose an Adaptive Reliable Multicast protocol, called ARM, that is based on

a hybrid ARQ-FEC approach. In our protocol, the sender dynamically adjusts the amount of redundancy
needed for full recovery from losses. This is achieved as the data is being transmitted. The sender in
ARM keeps track of the required redundancy by periodically sending probes which are piggy-backed on
the data packets. Based on their estimated loss rates, receivers predict the number of packets they will
successfully receive, and only if this number is not suÆcient to fully recover the original data, a receiver
responds to the probe with a NACK. Upon receiving this NACK information, the sender readjusts the
required redundancy, and encodes more repair packets if needed.
ARM has several salient features: (1) the proper number of redundant packets is encoded based on the
loss state of receivers as it changes over the lifetime of the data transmission, (2) the transmission time
needed for all receivers to receive the original data intact is signi cantly reduced, and (3) the message
overhead due to data and NACK transmission is signi cantly reduced.
The reduction in transmission times is due to the elimination of most NACK requests as a result
of the proper dynamic adjustment of redundancy employed in ARM. Furthermore, encoding additional
redundancy to combat expected (future) losses is overlapped with data transmission.
The reduction in message overhead is due to the fact that the sender encodes new repair packets as
needed, hence receivers do not receive duplicate (useless) packets. Also, receivers do not send NACK
requests if the redundancy that is currently estimated is enough for full recovery, hence dramatically
reducing NACK implosion. Finally, once a receiver receives the number of packets needed to fully recover
the original data, it can leave the multicast group, thus the multicast routing tree shrinks (and hence less
resources are consumed) over time.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes our
proposed ARM protocol in detail. Section 4 presents our simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper
with a summary of ndings and future work.
2

Related Work

The rst category of reliable multicast transport protocols is based on ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest).
Here, the sender retransmits lost data upon request from the receiver. A straightforward application of
ARQ in a multicast setting results in the so-called NACK implosion problem. This problem occurs when
every receiver sends a NACK message to request retransmission of the same packet, causing an implosion at
the sender. To prevent this implosion of control packets, Xpress Transport Protocol (XTP) [17] proposed
that a receiver multicasts control packets to the entire group. A receiver waits for a random time before
sending a NACK packet, and refrains from sending a NACK if it sees a NACK from another receiver for
the same packet. SRM (Scalable Reliable Multicast) [1] uses similar mechanisms to control the sending
of request (NACK) and repair (retransmitted data) packets. In SRM, the random delay before sending
a request (repair) packet is a function of the receiver's distance from the node that triggered the repair
(request). Each node estimates its distances from other nodes by multicasting session messages. The
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c1 = x1 + x2 + x3
x1
x2
x3

xk

Original Packets

Repair Packets

Figure 1: Dynamic encoding using Tornado (see [6])
random timer is set to be inversely proportional to the distance. Thus, although a number of receivers may
all miss the same packet, a receiver close to the point of failure is likely to timeout rst and multicast the
request. Other receivers that are also missing the data hear the request and suppress their own request.
Another category of reliable multicast protocols is based on FEC (Forward Error Correction). Here,
the original data is encoded to obtain additional repair packets that are used to recover data packet loss. A
popular coding technique is the Reed-Solomon Code (RSC) [13], which is used in many FEC-based reliable
multicast protocols [10, 9].1 However, the encoding and decoding times of RSC are relatively high, and
increase as the size of the original data block increases. Thus, the data block size has to be kept as small
as possible.
Another FEC coding technique is Tornado [4], which promises fast encoding and decoding, and overcomes the limitation of small block size of Reed-Solomon codes. It produces linear-time encodable and
decodable codes based on a series of random bipartite graphs, as depicted in Figure 1. The leftmost layer
stores the original data, and the redundant packets are generated by taking the exclusive-or of packets in
the previous stage. Assume c1 in Figure 1 is generated from x1; x2, and x3. If x3 is lost during transmission,
the receiver can recover x3 upon receiving x1; x2, and c1. The technique is described in detail in [4, 5]. In
[6], Byers, Luby and Mitzenmacher propose the use of \Digital Fountains"|a reliable multicast protocol
that uses Tornado codes.
In [6], the sender (server) initially chooses a stretch factor, N=K . It generates an encoding of the
original data, where K denotes the number of original packets and N denotes the total number of packets
(including the redundant packets). The sender sends the N packets repeatedly until every receiver receives
K = (1 + )K packets, where  is the reception overhead. In [6],  was found to be very small. Before
sending, packets are permuted to reduce the probability of receiving duplicate packets. The advantage
of Tornado codes over RSC is that one can trade o a negligible increase in reception overhead for a
substantial decrease in encoding and decoding times.
The work described in [15, 8, 16, 18, 9, 10] suggest merging FEC and ARQ techniques for reliable
multicast. Here, the sender transmits the original data along with some redundant data packets. Receivers
request the number of lost packets that are needed for full recovery. Upon receipt of this feedback NACK
information, the sender transmits the requested number of packets that satisfy the worst receiver's loss.
This technique reduces the number of repair packets while reducing NACK implosion. A challenging
issue here is to determine when should receivers send their feedback (i.e. how many packets should be
transmitted by the sender before receivers send their feedback to the sender?) and how should the sender
0

1
FEC techniques using RSC codes have also proved useful for tackling the fragmentation of IP over ATM [21] and for
real-time communication protocols [20].
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make use of this feedback information to adjust the amount of redundant (repair) data.
In [9] Rubenstein et al suggested using a proactive FEC technique with ARQ. In particular, when the
sender starts transmission, it sends data packets along with some repair packets proactively. This scheme
assumes that data is grouped in small blocks, and thus the proactive factor is statistically calculated based
on feedback about the reception of previous blocks. If the block size is large, or if the data is not grouped
in blocks, it is unclear how the sender would calculate this proactive factor.
Our ARM protocol allows the sender to receive feedback about the packet loss rates experienced
by receivers, without assuming such block boundaries. For this, the sender takes a more active role in
estimating the appropriate level of redundancy to be injected proactively. This is done using probes sent to
receivers periodically. As data is being transmitted, the sender informs the receivers of how many packets
are yet to be transmitted. Upon receiving this information, receivers decide whether this forthcoming
number of packets (plus the number of already received packets) will be enough to recover the original
data (through proper decoding). This decision takes into consideration an estimate of the loss rate at
the receiver. If this condition is satis ed, the receiver does not need to respond to the probe. Otherwise,
the receiver sends a NACK message, which includes loss information at the receiver. Upon receiving the
NACK, the sender adjusts the level of redundancy it is using. Since the redundancy is set to satisfy the
maximum loss across all receivers, the NACKs of receivers experiencing lower loss rates are e ectively
suppressed. Therefore, our protocol dramatically reduces the number of feedback (request) messages. We
quantify this in our simulations detailed in Section 4.
3

The Adaptive Reliable Multicast Protocol

In this section we detail our Adaptive Reliable Multicast (ARM) Protocol. We start with an overview.
Next, we present a detailed description of the algorithm. Finally, we highlight two of the distinct aspects
of ARM|namely ARM's probing mechanism and RTT estimation.
3.1

ARM Protocol Overview

As with other FEC-based protocols, we assume that all receivers know the least number of packets, K ,
that they must receive to be able to reconstruct the original data. Therefore, a receiver is not concerned
about receiving a particular set of packets. Rather, it is concerned with receiving a minimum number of
distinct packets. To reduce latency, the sender starts by multicasting original packets. In the meantime,
the sender encodes the original data to obtain additional repair packets. Thus, the encoding time is
overlapped with the data transmission time. To reduce the number of packets transmitted by the sender,
the sender transmits probes (piggy-backed on data packets), and (a small subset of the) receivers respond
with NACKs that allow the sender to estimate the number of repair packets that are needed to mask the
e ects of current loss conditions.
We assume that the encoding and decoding technique used by the sender and receivers is Tornado
2
[4]. Our choice is motivated by the following reasons: (1) the encoding and decoding times are small,
(2) it is easy to encode more repair packets with Tornado (cf. Section 2) as ARM adjusts the stretch factor
dynamically, and (3) the block size can be relatively larger than other encoding techniques. As mentioned
earlier, with Tornado, a receiver must receive at least K = (1 + )K , where  is the reception overhead.
In [6],  was found to be very small.
0

0

2

The use of Tornado codes|while preferred|is not necessary. In particular, ARM could be used with traditional ReedSolomon Coding (e.g. Rabin's Information Dispersal Algorithm [19].)
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To determine the amount of redundancy needed, the sender periodically sends a probe with information
about the number of packets that are yet to be sent. We denote this quantity by PTS.
Upon receiving a probe, a receiver uses the PTS information to predict whether or not the yet-tobe transmitted packets are enough to reconstruct the original data|based on the current loss rate it is
experiencing. If the forthcoming packets are insuÆcient to recover the original data, the receiver sends a
(unicast) NACK to the sender, which includes the maximum sequence number that should be delivered.
If the forthcoming packets are suÆcient to recover the original data, the receiver simply does not need to
respond to the sender's probe.
Upon receiving a NACK from a receiver, the sender increases the maximum sequence number to
accommodate the needs of that receiver. Future probes multicast by the sender will re ect this increased
maximum sequence number. This feedback mechanism enabled through probing is minimal in the sense
that only those receivers with loss rates that are \worse" than the loss rate predicted by the sender are
required to send NACKs. If no such receivers exist, then no feedback is generated in response to a probe.
3.2

ARM Protocol Description

Table 1 introduces the notation we adopt throughout this paper to describe our ARM protocol.
Symbol

Meaning

K
K0
N
maxseqno
seqno
PTS
RP C
sf
d
RT T
relax

The number of original data packets
The minimum number of packets that a receiver must receive
The total number of packets transmitted, which includes original and redundant packets
The maximum sequence number of data to be transmitted
The sequence number when the probe is sent
The number of packets yet-to-be-transmitted at the time a probe is sent
The Received Packet Counter denotes the number of packets received thus far
The Stretch Factor sf = N=K
The value used to decrement maxseqno when no NACKs are received in response to a probe
The maximum Round-Trip Time between the sender and a receiver
The excess packets multicast by a sender beyond maxseqno

Table 1: Notation used in our ARM protocol description
We describe the details of ARM by presenting the steps undertaken by the Sender and Receiver(s) at
various stages of the protocol. Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code for ARM sender and receiver agents.

Sender: Start

SS.1
SS.2
SS.3

Sender sets maxseqno to K before transmitting the rst packet.
Sender starts to transfer the original data packets.
Concurrently with step SS.2,3the sender applies Tornado coding to the original K data
packets to obtain N packets (where N = sf  K ). These packets constitute the original
K packets and the N
K additional repair packets (K < N ).
0

Sender: Probing
SP.1
3

Periodically, the sender transmits a probe piggy-backed on a data packet. The probe
consists of a time-stamp that identi es the time at which the probe is sent and P T S .
Namely, P T S = maxseqno seqno, where seqno is the sequence number of the packet
transmitted with the probe.

We should emphasize that our protocol overlaps data transmission with encoding, hence dramatically reducing latency
for all receivers to receive the number of packets needed for recovering the original data.
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Receiver: Packet Processing

RP.1
RP.2

RP.3
RP.3.1
RP.3.2
RP.3.3
RP.3.4
RP.3.4.1

Whenever a receiver receives a packet, it increases the Received Packet Counter (RP C ) by
one to keep track of the number of packets received.
If RP C is greater than or equal to K , the original data can be reconstructed from the
packets received so far. The receiver then decodes the received data and leaves the multicast
group.4
If RP C is less than K , then the receiver proceeds as follows:
Compute the loss rate r experienced so far (up to probing time), where r is estimated
based on the proportion of packets received.
Compute m, the number of packets expected to be received given the current maxseqno
at the sender and the expected loss rate, r, where m = P T S  (1 r) + RP C
If the value of m (computed in RP.3.2) is greater than or equal to K , the receiver does
not respond to the probe (i.e. it does not send a NACK).
If the value of m (computed in RP.3.2) is less than K , then the forthcoming packets are
not enough to recover the original data. The receiver proceeds as follows.
A new maxseqno is computed so that the value of m (computed in RP.3.2) is greater
than or equal to K . This leads to the following inequality: maxseqno  seqno + (K
RP C )=(1 r ), where (K
RP C ) is the number of additional packets that a receiver needs
to receive. Thus, at least (K RP C )=(1 r) additional packets should be sent in order
to endure packet losses at the currently estimated loss rate of r.
The receiver sends a NACK that includes the new lower bound on maxseqno calculated in
step RP.3.4.1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

RP.3.4.2

Sender: NACK Processing
SN.1

SN.2
SN.3

If a NACK does not arrive after a delay of 2  RT T following the transmission of a probe,
the sender decrements maxseqno by d since it is safe to assume that the current level of
redundancy is higher than warranted by the loss conditions experienced by receivers.
Upon receipt of a NACK, the sender updates maxseqno as requested by the receiver.
If the new maxseqno requested by a receiver is greater than N , the sender needs to encode
more repair packets, and the new value of N becomes: N = maxseqno + relax. This makes
it possible to adjust the stretch factor in the middle of a multicast transmission.5

Sender: End
SE.1

SE.2

The sender transmits packets up to maxseqno + relax, instead of maxseqno speci ed by
the feedback from receivers. This is to make the protocol more resilient to unexpected
loss rates experienced by the last transmitted packets. By sending these additional relax
packets preceded with a probe, a receiver experiencing more losses than expected has the
chance to inform the sender of a new larger maxseqno to make up for these unexpected
packet losses.
The transmission ends once the sender transmits all maxseqno + relax packets and all
receivers leave the multicast group after each receiving at least K packets.
0

4
By allowing receivers to leave the multicast group once they receive the K 0 packets needed, we signi cantly reduce the
bandwidth consumed over the network.
5
Note that the xed stretch factor of other FEC-based protocols results in the receiver requiring more packets to recover
from losses. This is so because under a xed stretch factor, once repair packets are exhausted, the sender loops back over
the old packets that it had earlier transmitted. Thus, the receiver may receive duplicate (useless) packets, causing a waste in
network bandwidth and an increase in transmission delays.
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initialize maxseqno K 0 ;
while seqno  (maxseqno + relax)
transmit packet;
encode data into N packets;
if seqno = next probe then
if NACK has not arrived during last 2 RTT then
maxseqno maxseqno 1;
PTS maxseqno seqno;
send probe with data;
else
send data;
if NACK with new maxseqno arrives then
update maxseqno;
if maxseqno > N then
encode (maxseqno N ) more packets;
update N maxseqno + relax

initialize RPC 0;
if data packet is received then
RPC RPC + 1;
if RPC < K 0 then
if probe arrived then
compute loss rate r;
if PTS  (1 r) + RPC < K 0 then
maxseqno seqno + (K 0 RPC )=(1
send NACK with maxseqno;
else
do nothing;

r);

else /* RPC  K 0 */
leave multicast group;
decode the received packets

(a) Sender algorithm
(b) Receiver algorithm
Figure 2: Pseudo Code for the ARM protocol
3.3

ARM Probing and RTT Estimation

During data transmission, the sender transmits probes periodically. A probe packet includes the number
of packets to be sent (P T S ) and time-stamp for when the packet is sent. The purpose of using probes
is two-fold: First, a probe is used to trigger NACKs from receivers. Upon receiving the probe containing
P T S , a receiver makes a local decision whether this is enough to sustain its current loss rate as we described
earlier. Second, a probe is used to estimate the round-trip time (RTT). When a receiver responds with a
NACK, it sends the time-stamp for when the NACK is sent. The time-stamps are used to calculate RT T
in the same manner as in [14]: the sender sends a probe at time t1, and a receiver receives the probe at
time t2. If the receiver sends a NACK at time t3, it includes (t1; ), where  = t3 t2. Once the sender
receives the NACK at time t4, it computes RTT as RT T = t4 t1 .
In other protocols such as SRM [1] and SHARQFEC [10], the estimation of RTT is very critical for
NACK suppression and repair. However, in ARM, the RTT value is not critical. The sender only needs an
estimate of the maximum RTT from receivers to set the period of probing. As more data is transmitted,
the feedback from receivers about their losses in response to probes becomes more critical so that the
sender can determine if more repair packets should be encoded. Therefore, it is desirable to set the period
of probing to be large at rst, and then gradually decrease it. However, the period of probing should be
at least equal to RTT to avoid sending duplicate probes.
4

Performance Evaluation

In this section we present the results of our prototype implementation and performance evaluation of ARM.
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Simulated Protocols

We evaluated the performance of our ARM protocol by comparing it to the well-known SRM protocol of
Floyd et al [1].

ARM ns Prototype Implementation: We prototyped an implementation of our ARM protocol using

the UCB/LBNL/VINT network simulator, ns-2.1b4 [12]. A new agent, called ARM, is created as a subclass
of AgentClass and de ned in arm.cc and arm.h. This agent implements ARM for reliable multicast. The
sender starts transmitting data at time 3.0. The simulation run is stopped once all receivers receive the
needed packets to recover the original data.
As mentioned in Section 3, ARM makes use of Tornado coding to dynamically encode more repair
packets based on estimated loss rates experienced by receivers. With Tornado, a receiver must receive at
least K = (1 + )K , where K is the number of original data packets and  is the reception overhead.
In [6],  was found to be very small. In our simulations, we take  = 0.03. The stretch factor in our
ns prototype implementation of ARM is set to 2 at rst. It is increased (without waiting) if need be as
described in step SN.3 of Section 3. To estimate the loss rate r experienced by a receiver, we assume the
receiver calculates r as 1 (RP C=seqno), where RP C is the number of packets received so far, and seqno
is the sequence number of the packet carrying the probe, thus RP C=seqno is the proportion of packets
successfully received. Regarding the period of probing, as mentioned in Section 3.3, more frequent probing
is needed toward the end of the data transmission so as to trigger NACKs and encode more repair packets
if needed. In our simulations, we send the rst probe after sending the rst K=5 packets, then we increase
the probing frequency by sending one probe every RT T . In order to account for scenarios where the last
transmitted packets experience unexpected losses, ARM transmits a number relax of additional packets
as described in step SE.1 of Section 3. In this paper, we did not consider such simulation scenarios, and
so the value of relax is zero. For the additive decrease of maxseqno in step SN.1 in Section 3, we take d
to be 1.
0

SRM ns Prototype Implementation: We used the SRM implementation of ns version 2.1b4. The

code is modi ed to stop the simulation once all receivers receive the K packets, instead of stopping at a
prede ned simulation time. SRM senders start sending session messages at time 1.0 and start sending data
at time 3.0. Session messages are sent periodically, so receivers can estimate RTT.
In our experiments, we didn't account for the Tornado encoding and decoding times and we did not
account for the delays resulting from SRM's need to send session messages periodically to estimate RTT.
As discussed in Section 3, in ARM, encoding is overlapped with packet transmission. Also, decoding time
at the client is relatively fast [6].6 In particular, ARM decoding time is more than o set by SRM's need
to send session messages to estimate RTTs|an overhead that we did not take into consideration either.
4.2

Simulation Model and Metrics

To evaluate the performance of ARM and SRM we set up a simulated multicast network using the 15-node
tree topology depicted in Figure 3. In this topology, a CBR (Constant Bit Rate) data source is attached to
node 14 and all other nodes (i.e. nodes 0 to 13) act as receivers. In our simulations, the packet interarrival
time for the CBR source is set to 0.01 seconds. In Figure 3, link labels represent the average loss rate
induced in our simulations. Losses were induced uniformly and independently on a per link basis. The
bandwidth of the links in our simulated topology are set to 1.5Mbps. The link delays are set to be 500ms
6
In [6], Byers, Luby, and Mitzenmacher showed that the decoding time is small compared to transmission time|it was
1.75 seconds for 16MB data.
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for link (14,12), 100ms for link (12,13), 400ms for links (12,9), (12,10), and (12,11), and 100ms for the rest
of links. The packet size is 1KB. So, for example, if K is 1000, the data size is 1MB. We assume that the
receivers join the multicast group before starting data transmission.
0
0.02
0.05
9

1
0.04

13

0.1

0.06
0.02
14

12

2

3

0.03
0.04

0.01

10

4

0.02
5
0.05
6

0.07
0.06

11

7

0.08
8

Figure 3: The network topology used in our simulations
In our simulations, we measured three performance metrics. The rst is the transmission time, which
is de ned as the time it takes from the start of the multicast transmission until all receivers are able to
reconstruct the original data transmitted. The second is the total number of packets injected by the sender
into the network. This metric allows us to evaluate the goodput, which is the ratio of the packets needed
to the packets actually sent. The third is the request traÆc, i.e., the number of NACKs emitted from the
receivers to the sender.
4.3

Simulation Results

Transmission Time: In Figure 4, we compare the transmission time of ARM against that of SRM. As

expected, ARM complete its transmission faster than SRM. The advantage of ARM is especially evident
when the number of packets to be communicated is relatively small. For example, the transmission delay
for K = 600 packets is cut by almost 57% (from 20 to 8.5 seconds) by using ARM as opposed to SRM. In
ARM, receivers do not recover their lost packets by waiting for retransmissions as in SRM. Rather, receivers
can recover their losses as they receive \fresh" repair packets from the sender. The relative reduction in
transmission time is more pronounced when the number of packets to be communicated (i.e. K ) is small.

Bandwidth Utilization: Figure 5 shows the total number of packets transmitted by the sender (on the

Y-axis) to complete a K -packet reliable multicast transmission (on the X-axis). Under SRM, the total
number of transmitted packets is the number of original and retransmitted data packets from the sender,
as well as the repair packets sent by receivers. Under ARM, it is the total number of packets sent from the
sender (including original and repair packets). The gure shows that ARM consistently reduces the total
number of packets and thus has a better goodput than that of SRM.
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Figure 5: Total number of transmitted data
packets vs number of original packets

ARM transmits enough packets to compensate for the worst-case loss among all receivers|i.e. it
transmits K=(1 R) packets, where R is the worst-case loss among all receivers. The expected steadystate total loss between the source and a receiver is calculated as follows:
Y P r(No loss for all links from the sender to the receiver)
Total Loss = 1
(1)
Node 1 in Figure 3 has the maximum loss probability. Using Equation (1), the expected loss rate for node
1 is 0.1621. This means that the sender should transmit at least K=(1 0:1621) to meet the receiver's
requirement. Indeed, our simulations show that ARM transmits approximately this number of packets,
resulting in a goodput of approximately 84% (versus 58% for SRM).7

Request (NACK) TraÆc: Figure 6 shows the number of NACK packets handled by the sender as

a function of the number of original packets transmitted (i.e. K ). Compared to SRM, ARM results
in signi cantly fewer NACKs. Moreover, under ARM, NACK traÆc levels o (as opposed to linearly
increasing) as the value of K increases.
Under ARM, NACK traÆc is larger when K is small. This can be explained by noting that ARM
starts probing after an initial preset number of packets (namely, K=5 in our simulations)|independent
of the maximum RTT between the sender and receivers. When K is small, this initial probing interval
may be less than the actual maximum RTT, resulting in an \eager" probing behavior, which induces an
(unnecessary) increase in NACK traÆc. Figure 6 shows that once K is large enough (and hence K=5
becomes of the same magnitude as RTT), this \eager" probing behavior disappears, resulting in a constant
NACK traÆc|independent of K .8

Adaptation to Network Conditions: In Figure 7, we studied how the value of maxseqno changes over

time. As explained in steps SN.1-3 of the ARM protocol described in Section 3, the value of maxseqno
7

To appreciate the advantage of the adaptive nature of FEC used in ARM, it suÆces to note that a pure FEC protocol
(using a stretch factor of 2, i.e. N = 2K ) would result in the transmission of all N packets|a goodput of 50%.
8
The estimation of RTT in ARM is not crucial. However, excess NACK traÆc resulting from \eager" probing could be
eliminated if the maximum RTT is estimated a priori.
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Figure 6: Number of request packets (NACKs) vs number of original packets.
is increased based on the NACK feedback from receivers. It is decreased (additively) for every probe for
which no NACKs were received within two RTTs. This process ensures that maxseqno adjusts dynamically
to the actual loss rates experienced by receivers. For the static loss rates induced in our simulations (as
shown in Figure 3), Figure 7 (left) shows that maxseqno quickly approaches its quiescent value; Figure
7 (right) shows the \sawtooth" like behavior of maxseqno when we zoom in on a small segment of the
multicast transmission.
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Figure 7: Adaptation of maxseqno over entire multicast session (left) and over a segment thereof (right).
The constant NACK traÆc under ARM depicted in Figure 6 and the rather smooth value of maxseqno
depicted in Figure 7 (left) are consistent with the loss model adopted in our simulations. In particular,
since the loss rate on the various links of our simulated topology is static, it follows that a constant number
of NACKs will be enough to adjust the level of redundancy (and hence maxseqno) used by the sender|
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independent of the length of the multicast transmission. Under a more dynamic loss model, this will not be
the case. In particular, NACK traÆc will be proportional to the length of the multicast transmission|or
more accurately to the variability of network loss characteristics throughout the multicast session. Similarly,
under a more dynamic loss model, maxseqno is likely to be more variable. Such increase in NACK traÆc
and the burstiness of maxseqno are tightly related to the variability in network loss characteristics. By
tuning the various parameters of ARM, such variability could be e ectively controlled using more dynamic
loss rate estimation techniques (e.g. based on a sliding-window approach) and using a more dynamic
technique for adjustment of redundancy.
5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed and evaluated a hybrid ARQ-FEC Adaptive Reliable Multicast (ARM)
protocol, which uses minimal feedback from receivers to dynamically adjust the amount of redundant
data that the sender must transmit to ensure a reliable delivery of multicast data to all receivers. In
particular, an ARM sender employs a probing mechanism to solicit feedback from only those receivers
experiencing a loss rate that cannot be accomodated given the current level of redundancy adopted by the
sender. Such feedback (or lack thereof) is used by an ARM sender to select (or readjust) \on the y" the
level of redundancy to be used to mask packet losses. Our preliminary evaluation of ARM suggests that
it promises shorter transmission times, decreased NACK traÆc, and improved bandwidth utilization (or
goodput) when compared to the well-known SRM reliable multicast protocol.
We are currently investigating a number of issues that were not addressed in this paper. In particular, in
the simulations of Section 4, we adopted (1) a simple \static" model of packet losses, whereby packet losses
on a given link are independent and constant throughout a multicast transmission, and (2) a simple \static"
model for RTTs, whereby the RTT is constant for a given receiver throughout a multicast transmission.
Both of these assumptions are not realistic. We are currently investigating the robustness of ARM when
faced with highly-variable network conditions.
In this paper we assumed that the data to be multicast is available at the sender a priori and that the
delivery of such data is not subject to real-time constraints. While these assumptions apply to many applications of reliable multicast (e.g. on-line auctions), they are not adequate for others (e.g. live stock-market
feeds). In the latter class of applications, an important question is the determination of an appropriate
level of bu ering to use for FEC on live/real-time feeds.
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